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The Book of Mormon
Every Wicked Born must accept whatever fate the Sorting Ceremony grants them
Being the Daughter of a Light High Priestess means Lydia Laveau has one fate: the
life of a light witch. But when her ceremony choses her for the Dark Factionsomething deemed impossible-her world crashes down around her. Soon, Lydia
finds herself wrapped up in a clandestine whirlwind of blackmail, illegal magic, and
betrayal. She has one goal: keep her head down, get through her five year pledge
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at the school for dark witches, and return to the human world she calls home. But
when she meets Anson Abernathy, a drop dead gorgeous third year Wicked Born
accused of murder, she finds herself drawn to himand all the danger that comes
with their attraction. Can Lydia survive her five-year pledge without unraveling
centuries of tradition? Or will her own secrets unlock answers that threaten her
very existence? Fans of DIVERGENT, HARRY POTTER, and A DISCOVERY OF
WITCHES will devour this edgy paranormal academy series with a slow burn
romance! Scroll up to one-click Wicked Magic, the first book in the Touch of
Darkness series!

Wicked Magic
He spent more than a thousand years imprisoned in HellDrake is an ancient dragon
shifter, one of the most powerful beings in existence, but a millennium trapped in
utter darkness has left him ill-equipped for modern society. If it wasn't for Victoria,
the sweet female brave enough to befriend him, he'd be lost. She's smart and
gorgeous and everything he never dared dream of during his years of agonizing
loneliness. He may not have anything to offer her, but one thing he knows for sure:
he'd die to keep her safe. Only to fall into the heaven of her touch. Victoria is a
wolf shifter, healer of the Stavros pack. She's seen a lot, but she's never met
anybody quite like Drake, the fiery, fascinating shifter who can blaze through the
skies unseen by mere mortals. He's lost, dangerous, and the last male she should
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fall in love with, but the more time she spends helping him navigate modern life,
the deeper--and hotter--their connection becomes. She's thrilled when they finally
locate his family, but reuniting with his people plunges them both into
unimaginable danger. It's a race against the clock trying to figure out who wants
them dead and who they can trust, especially when the threat is closer than they
ever imagined.

Claudio Skilan Cave
New York Times bestselling sensation Gena Showalter enthralls with a dark,
tantalizing world of humans, otherworlders, powers beyond imagining, and a
seductive vampire undone by his insatiable hunger for one woman. . . . Growing up
poor on New Chicago’s meanest streets, Ava Sans had two options: be the
predator or be the prey. No contest. Now, working for Alien Investigation and
Removal, she’s been ordered to capture the biggest, baddest warrior of all—a
vampire too beautiful to be real, with the abilityto manipulate time. Once the
leader of the entire vampire army, McKell has been deemed savage and unstable,
spurned even by his own kind. To McKell, humans should be nothing more than
sustenance. Yet the petite, golden-skinned Ava is a fascinating
contradiction—vicious yet witty, strong yet vulnerable, lethal but fiercely loyal.
Against his better judgment, McKell craves that loyalty, and much more. When the
chase leads to seduction, McKell and Ava will race to discover the truth about his
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past. But the answers will come at a price, even for a woman who thought she had
nothing left to lose. . . .

Raven Flight
The new king of Camelot wears no shining armor: Arthur and his knights have
fallen and a new king rules. In the darkest forest A scared, forsaken youth has
become the most powerful—and feared—man in the world. Ruthless and
unrestrained, Kerrigan has long ceased to be human. In the heart of London A
spirited peasant mired in drudgery, Seren dreams of becoming her own woman,
but never expects that by fleeing her fate, she will meet her destiny. Their worlds
are forever changed Kerrigan's goal is simple: barter or kill Seren to claim Arthur's
Round Table. Yet she is the one person who holds no fear of him. More than that,
her nobility sparks something foreign inside him. In his nether realm, kindness is
weakness and a king who harbors any sort of compassion loses his throne. For
countless centuries, Kerrigan has lived alone in the shadows. Now Seren's courage
has forced him into the light that will bring either salvation to both of themor
death.

Heritage of Darkness
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''The next best thing to actually travelling with Caroline Eden – a warm, erudite and
greedy guide – is to read her. This is my kind of book.' Diana Henry 'A wonderfully
inspiring book about a magical part of the world' Viv Groskop, author of The Anna
Karenina Fix 'Part travelogue, part recipe book, this is a love letter to "the sea that
welcomes strangers", soaked in colour, history, myth and the flavours of many
cultures.' Nick Hunt author of Where the Wild Winds Are This is the tale of a
journey between three great cities – Odessa, built on a dream by Catherine the
Great, through Istanbul, the fulcrum balancing Europe and Asia and on to tough,
stoic, lyrical Trabzon. With a nose for a good recipe and an ear for an extraordinary
story, Caroline Eden travels from Odessa to Bessarabia, Romania, Bulgaria and
Turkey's Black Sea region, exploring interconnecting culinary cultures. From the
Jewish table of Odessa, to meeting the last fisherwoman of Bulgaria and charting
the legacies of the White Russian émigrés in Istanbul, Caroline gives readers a
unique insight into a part of the world that is both shaded by darkness and
illuminated by light. Meticulously researched and documenting unprecedented
meetings with remarkable individuals, Black Sea is like no other piece of travel
writing. Packed with rich photography and sumptuous food, this biography of a
region, its people and its recipes truly breaks new ground.

Devoured By Darkness
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores
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a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in
delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular
culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence,
military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons
for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about
our world.

Taste of Darkness
The complete collection is now available in a box set! Discover the mystical world
of the Healer Series, from New York Times bestselling author Maria V. Snyder.
Touch of Power Avry of Kazan is the last Healer in the fifteen realms. Hunted, with
a bounty on her head, she must decide who is worth healing and what is worth
dying for. Scent of Magic Coming out of hiding, Avry is on a mission to find her
sister, stop a megalomaniacal king by infiltrating a holy army, and stop a looming
war. Taste of Darkness With the armies of the Fifteen Realms in disarray and the
dead not staying down, Avry’s healing powers are needed now more than ever.
And her heart-mate is missing, possibly forever. Torn between love and loyalty,
Avry must choose her path carefully.
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Hunted by Darkness
Princess. Tribute. Sacrifice. Is she the one prophesied to unite two warring Fae
courts? Or the one bound to destroy them? In a realm ruled by magic, the ruthless
Queen of Thorns is determined to destroy her nemesis, the cursed Prince of
Evernight. With war brewing between the bitter enemies, the prince forces Queen
Adaia to uphold an ancient treaty: she will send one of her daughters to his court
as a political hostage for three months. The queen insists it’s the perfect
opportunity for Princess Iskvien to end the war before it begins. But one look into
Thiago’s smoldering eyes and Vi knows she’s no assassin. The more secrets she
uncovers about the prince and his court, the more she begins to question her
mother’s motives. Who is the true enemy? The dark prince who threatens her
heart? Or the ruthless queen who will stop at nothing to destroy him? And when
the curse threatens to shatter both courts, is her heart strong enough to break it?

Edge of Dark Water
New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Cynthia Eden’s sexy romance,
FIRST TASTE OF DARKNESS, will take you to the dark edge of desire… It was
supposed to be a one-night stand. Hot sex. No regrets. Jess Delaney has spent her
life playing the role of the good-girl. On a trip to Vegas, she decides to walk on the
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wild side when she meets mysterious Blake Landon. Rich, powerful, and carrying
plenty of secrets, Blake is unlike any man she has ever met before. Blake is also
far more dangerous than anyone she’s ever encountered. When enemies from
Blake’s past attack, Jess finds herself caught in a deadly cat-and-mouse game. Her
only hope of survival? Trusting a man who knows too much about the dark side of
life…and a man who—with every sensual touch—binds her to him with a desire
that burns red-hot. Once you step into the darkness, there’s no turning back…
Author's Note: FIRST TASTE OF DARKNESS is a sexy romantic suspense novella. It
was originally published in the "Wicked Firsts" anthology.

Poison Study
A brilliant, action-packed and gripping novel of Charles Darwin's voyage on the
Beagle - longlisted for the Man Booker Prize. In 1831 Charles Darwin set off in HMS
Beagle under the command of Captain Robert Fitzroy on a voyage that would
change the world. 'An outstandingly good first novel. A page-turning actionadventure combined with subtle intellectual arguments. The meticulous research
enriches this fascinating tale' Sunday Telegraph 'A master storyteller' Sunday
Times Brilliant young naval officer Robert FitzRoy is given the captaincy of HMS
Beagle, surveying the wilds of Tierra del Fuego. He's a man of tradition and
principle, with a firm belief in the sanctity of the individual in a world created by
God. On board, is a passenger, Charles Darwin - a young trainee cleric, and
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amateur geologist. This is the story of a deep friendship between two men, and the
twin obsessions that tear them apart, leading one to triumph, and the other to
disaster.

Eve of Darkness
Dive into the compelling mystical world of the Healer series by New York Times
bestselling author Maria V. Snyder. Laying hands upon the injured and dying, Avry
of Kazan absorbs their wounds and diseases into herself. But rather than being
honored for her skills, she is hunted. Healers like Avry are accused of spreading the
plague that has decimated the Fifteen Realms, leaving the survivors in a state of
chaos. Stressed and tired from hiding, Avry is abducted by a band of rogues who,
shockingly, value her gift above the golden bounty offered for her capture. Their
leader, an enigmatic captor-protector with powers of his own, is unequivocal in his
demands: Avry must heal a plague-stricken prince—leader of a campaign against
her people. As they traverse the daunting Nine Mountains, beset by mercenaries
and magical dangers, Avry must decide who is worth healing and what is worth
dying for. Because the price of peace may well be her life… Originally published in
2010

This Thing Of Darkness
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Leigh Bardugo's Six of Crows meets Kristin Cashore's Graceling, with a dash of
Winter is Coming, in this showstopping debut YA fantasy--and recipient of FOUR
starred reviews! A Morris Award Finalist for best debut young adult novel! A Kirkus
Best Book of the Year! A Tor.com Best YA SFF/Horror Book of the Year! "One of the
most stunning debuts of the year." —Seventeen The Age of Darkness approaches.
Five lives stand in its way. Who will stop it . . . or unleash it? For generations, the
Seven Prophets guided humanity. Using their visions of the future, they ended
wars and united nations—until the day, one hundred years ago, when the Prophets
disappeared. All they left behind was one final, secret prophecy, foretelling an Age
of Darkness and the birth of a new Prophet who could be the world’s salvation . . .
or the cause of its destruction. With chaos on the horizon, five souls are set on a
collision course: A prince exiled from his kingdom. A ruthless killer known as the
Pale Hand. A once-faithful leader torn between his duty and his heart. A reckless
gambler with the power to find anything or anyone. And a dying girl on the verge
of giving up. One of them—or all of them—could break the world. Will they be
savior or destroyer? Perfect for fans of Throne of Glass, Children of Blood and
Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes. Praise for There Will Come a Darkness “A can’t
miss debut from an exciting new talent.” –Kiersten White, New York Times
bestselling author of Slayer “Even in a world filled with graces and prophets, the
real magic of There Will Come a Darkness is in how Pool has crafted her
heroes—messy, flawed, and so beguilingly human. I dare you not to fall madly in
love with all of them.” —Laura Sebastian, New York Times bestselling author of Ash
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Princess * "A well-crafted, surprising, and gripping start to a new trilogy." —Kirkus
Reviews, STARRED review

Dark Taste of Rapture
The Healer Series Complete Collection
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter captivates with a dark,
tantalizing world of humans, otherworlders, and a powerful AIR agent consumed by
his desire for a woman he can never have. . . . With one caress, he can give
unforgettable pleasure . . . or unending pain. . . . Hector Dean is shaved, tattooed,
and totally ripped—and he has a deadly secret. He is a walking weapon, capable of
killing with a single brush of his fingertips. Little wonder he’s determined to remain
on his own. But Noelle Tremain is a temptation like no other. She is beautiful and
rich, with a party girl smile that hides a shocking vulnerability, and from the
beginning his sizzling attraction to her is undeniable. For the first time, his stonecold resistance is tested. But to be with her, he risks destroying her. When a
wealthy businessman is murdered in New Chicago’s seediest district, the two are
partnered, and there’s no escaping what they both want: each other. Yet neither
Hector nor Noelle knows what to fear more—the killer case, or their own lethal
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desires. . . .

There Will Come a Darkness
A 2016 Michael L. Printz Honoree "This is East Texas, and there's lines. Lines you
cross, lines you don't cross. That clear?" New London, Texas. 1937. Naomi Vargas
and Wash Fuller know about the lines in East Texas as well as anyone. They know
the signs that mark them. They know the people who enforce them. But sometimes
the attraction between two people is so powerful it breaks through even the most
entrenched color lines. And the consequences can be explosive. Ashley Hope Pérez
takes the facts of the 1937 New London school explosion—the worst school
disaster in American history—as a backdrop for a riveting novel about segregation,
love, family, and the forces that destroy people.

Ecstasy in Darkness
Dark Secrets Hidden in Norwegian Traditions For curator Chloe Ellefson, a family
bonding trip to Decorah, Iowa, for rosemaling classes seems like a great idea—until
the drive begins. Chloe’s cop friend Roelke takes her mother’s talk of romantic
customs good-naturedly, but it inflates Chloe’s emotional distress higher with each
passing mile. After finally reaching Vesterheim Norwegian-American Museum,
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Chloe’s resolve to remain positive is squashed when she and Roelke find Petra
Lekstrom’s body in one of the antique immigrant trunks. Everyone is shaken by the
instructor’s murder, and when Mom volunteers to take over the beginners’ class,
Chloe is put in the hot seat of motherly criticism. As she investigates, Chloe
uncovers dark family secrets that could be deadly for Mom . . . and even herself.
Includes photos of featured artifacts from the real Norwegian-American museum!
Praise: "Chloe’s fourthprovides a little mystery, a little romance and a little more
information about Norwegian folk art and tales."—Kirkus Reviews

A Taste of Honey
Cursed by God, hunted by demons, desired by Cain and Abel All in a day's work.
For Evangeline Hollis, a long ago fling with a bad boy from the wrong side of the
tracks just became a disaster of biblical proportions. One night with a leather-clad
man of mystery has led to a divine punishment: the Mark of Cain. Thrust into a
world where sinners are drafted into service to kill demons, Eve's learning curve is
short. A longtime agnostic, she begrudgingly maneuvers through a celestial
bureaucracy where she is a valuable but ill-treated pawn. She's also become the
latest point of contention in the oldest case of sibling rivalry in history But she'll
worry about all that later. Right now she's more concerned with learning to kill
while staying alive. And saving the soul she'd never believed she had in S.J. Day's
Eve of Darkness. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
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Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A Taste of Darkness
This is a collection of dark short stories, all ending with a twist !

The Body
From two different worlds… Now that she’s escaped her oppressive family, Nyx is
enjoying her new life and friends—even if most of her friends don’t know who or
what she is. As a rare demigod, she’s just learning how powerful she truly is, but
family drama turns her world upside down, throwing the one man she cares about
into danger. He wasn’t supposed to fall for her… Nyx is nothing like the females
half-demon Bo Broussard has been with. Sweet and innocent, she’s not even
remotely his type. But the moment she walks into his bar, he knows he’s not
letting her go. Unfortunately someone from her past thinks they can force her into
an arranged marriage. He’s not letting her go… Someone is targeting one of them,
and Bo doesn’t know why. When they’re thrown into a Hell realm together, he and
Nyx will need to band together if they want to survive the perils of that world. No
matter who was behind the attack, his choice is clear. Defend Nyx at all cost and
make her his forever. Darkness Series, #4 Length: Novel Author note: Hunted by
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Darkness can be read as a stand-alone novel.

Taste of Darkness
The New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful Lies and Fragile returns to The
Hollows, delivering a thriller that explores matters of faith, memory, and sacrifice.
After giving up his post at the Hollows Police Department, Jones Cooper is at loose
ends. He is having trouble facing a horrible event from his past and finding a
second act. He’s in therapy. Then, on a brisk October morning, he has a visitor.
Eloise Montgomery, the psychic who plays a key role in Fragile, comes to him with
predictions about his future, some of them dire. Michael Holt, a young man who
grew up in The Hollows, has returned looking for answers about his mother, who
went missing many years earlier. He has hired local PI Ray Muldune and psychic
Eloise Montgomery to help him solve the mystery that has haunted him. What he
finds might be his undoing. Fifteen-year-old Willow Graves is exiled to The Hollows
from Manhattan when six months earlier she moved to the quiet town with her
novelist mother after a bitter divorce. Willow is acting out, spending time with kids
that bring out the worst in her. And when things get hard, she has a tendency to
run away—a predilection that might lead her to dark places. Set in The Hollows,
the backdrop for Fragile, this is the riveting story of lives set on a collision course
with devastating consequences. The result is Lisa Unger’s most compelling fiction
to date.
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Sword of Darkness
Journeys inside the mind of Lou Arrendale, an autistic man, who is asked to
undergo a new, experimental treatment designed to cure autism, as he struggles
with the question of whether or not he should risk a medical procedure that could
make him "normal." Reprint.

Taste of Darkness
Bill Bryson, bestselling author of A Short History of Nearly Everything, takes us on a
head-to-toe tour of the marvel that is the human body—with a new afterword for
the Vintage paperback. Bill Bryson once again proves himself to be an
incomparable companion as he guides us through the human body—how it
functions, its remarkable ability to heal itself, and (unfortunately) the ways it can
fail. Full of extraordinary facts (your body made a million red blood cells since you
started reading this) and irresistible Brysonesque anecdotes, The Body will lead
you to a deeper understanding of the miracle that is life in general and you in
particular. As Bill Bryson writes, “We pass our existence within this wobble of flesh
and yet take it almost entirely for granted.” The Body will cure that indifference
with generous doses of wondrous, compulsively readable facts and information. As
addictive as it is comprehensive, this is Bryson at his very best, a must-read
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owner’s manual for every body. ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE
WASHINGTON POST • FINANCIAL TIMES • THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS •
BOOKPAGE • BOSTON.COM

The Real Taste of Darkness
Continue the mystical story of the Healer trilogy by New York Times bestselling
author Maria V. Snyder. As the last Healer in the Fifteen Realms, Avry of Kazan is in
a unique position: in the minds of friends and foes alike, she no longer exists.
Despite her need to prevent the megalomaniacal King Tohon from winning control
of the Realms, Avry is also determined to find her sister and repair their
estrangement. And she must do it alone, as Kerrick, her partner and sole confidant,
returns to Alga to summon his country into battle. Though she should be in hiding,
Avry will do whatever she can to support Tohon’s opponents. Including infiltrating a
holy army, evading magic sniffers, teaching forest skills to soldiers and figuring out
how to stop Tohon’s most horrible creations yet: an army of the walking
dead—human and animal alike and nearly impossible to defeat. War is coming and
Avry is alone. Unless she figures out how to do the impossible…again. Originally
published in 2013

Out of Darkness
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Dive into the compelling mystical world of the Healer series by New York Times
bestselling author Maria V. Snyder. She’s fought death and won. But how can she
fight her fears? Avry knows hardship and trouble. She fought the plague and
survived. She took on King Tohon and defeated him. But now her heart-mate,
Kerrick, is missing, and Avry fears he’s gone forever. But there’s a more immediate
threat. The Skeleton King plots to claim the Fifteen Realms for his own. With
armies in disarray and the dead not staying down, Avry’s healing powers are
needed now more than ever. Torn between love and loyalty, Avry must choose her
path carefully. For the future of her world depends on her decision… Originally
published in 2014

Touch of Power
A Taste of Honey is the Hugo, Nebula, World Fantasy, Theodore Sturgeon, and
Locus finalist novella that N. K. Jemisin calls "a love story as painful as it is
beautiful and complex". Find out why Wired named it one of the 20 Best Books of
the Decade! Long after the Towers left the world but before the dragons came to
Daluça, the emperor brought his delegation of gods and diplomats to Olorum. As
the royalty negotiates over trade routes and public services, the divinity seeks
arcane assistance among the local gods. Aqib bgm Sadiqi, fourth-cousin to the
royal family and son of the Master of Beasts, has more mortal and pressing
concerns. His heart has been captured for the first time by a handsome Daluçan
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soldier named Lucrio. In defiance of Saintly Canon, gossiping servants, and the
furious disapproval of his father and brother, Aqib finds himself swept up in a
whirlwind gay romance. But neither Aqib nor Lucrio know whether their love can
survive all the hardships the world has to throw at them. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Off Grid Life
First Taste of Darkness
From New York Times Bestselling Author Maria V. Snyder Choose: a quick death…
or slow poison… Locked deep in the palace dungeon for killing her abuser, Yelena
knows she’ll never be free again. The laws in Ixia are strict, and murderers must be
executed, no matter the reason. But just as she’s resigned herself to her fate, she’s
offered an extraordinary reprieve. As the food taster, Yelena will eat the best
meals, have rooms in the palace—and risk assassination by anyone trying to kill
the Commander of Ixia. To make matters worse, the chief of security deliberately
feeds her Butterfly’s Dust, and only by appearing for her daily antidote will she
delay an agonizing death from the poison. As Yelena tries to escape her new
dilemma, disasters keep mounting. Rebels plot to seize Ixia and Yelena develops
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magical powers she can’t control. Her life is threatened again, and in order to
survive, she must unravel the secrets behind the past she’s been running from.
The Chronicles of Ixia Series by Maria V Snyder Book One: Poison Study Book Two:
Magic Study Book Three: Fire Study Book Four: Storm Glass Book Five: Sea Glass
Book Six: Spy Glass Book Seven: Shadow Study Book Eight: Night Study Book Nine:
Dawn Study

The Wisdom of Crowds
Scent of Magic
For over 750 years, Immortal Guardian Cahira O'Leary has vanquished vampires
and werewolves while preparing for the resurrection of an even greater threat to
mankind. As the only female Guardian of the Tuatha De Danann, she has much to
prove, and chooses to fight her battles alone. But when a handsome Police
Detective crosses her path, her world no longer seems emptyor cold. Since the
death of his wife, Jake Bradshaw's mission has been to protect his daughter.
Suddenly a rash of horrifying homicides occur on his beat, followed by the arrival of
a red-haired enchantress, his predictable world spins on its axis, and he is drawn
into a treacherous whirlwind of passion and danger. As an ancient Vampryss
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targets Jake's gifted daughter, will Cahira and Jake overcome their differences,
nurture their growing love, and come together in time to save her?

A Touch of Darkness
We met Simon Serrailler first in The Various Haunts of Men and got to know him
better in The Pure in Heart. Susan Hill's third crime novel, The Risk of Darknessperhaps even more compulsive and convincing than its predecessors-explores the
crazy grief of a widowed husband, whose derangement turns into obsession and
threats, violence and terror. Meanwhile, handsome, introverted Simon Serrailler,
whose cool reserve has broken the hearts of several women, finds his own heart
troubled by the newest recruit to the Cathedral staff: a feisty female Anglican
priest with red hair. The Risk of Darkness is truly the work of a writer at the top of
her form.

Taste of Darkness
Now that she has her freedom, she’s not giving it up. Dragon shifter Keelin
Petronilla spent centuries in forced hibernation dreaming of one thing: freedom.
Now she’s living life on her terms—she’s ditched her clan for an unruly wolf pack,
she tends bar for a half-demon, and she’s loving it…until a powerful supernatural
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being targets her. She intends to handle the mysterious attacks on her
own…without the help of dragon Alpha Bran Devlin. Sure, he’s sexy in that hot,
scowling possessive way, but Keelin wants to live her own life in her own way. Now
that he’s found his mate, he’s not letting her go. Former black ops agent Bran
Devlin is a born dragon Alpha and leader of a fierce clan. Getting mated was never
part of his plan—until a feisty dragon princess gets under his skin in a big way. The
hell of it is, she doesn’t want a mate; she just wants to have a good time. He plays
along, but when a dark and powerful being marks her for death, he’s determined to
stay by her side in spite of her protests. Now that he’s found his mate, he means to
keep her safe no matter what the cost…even if he has to risk it all. Length: Full
novel Author note: Can be read as a stand-alone novel. Books in Darkness series:
Darkness Awakened, #1 Taste of Darkness, #2 Beyond the Darkness, #3 Hunted
by Darkness, #4

A Taste of Honey
American Gods meets The Secret History in this “eerie, wistful” (Karsten Knight,
author of the Wildefire series) start to a fantasy trilogy about Kaira Winters, the
murders that keep happening at her artsy boarding school, and the lengths she
must go to in order to protect the people she loves. When Kaira Winters decided to
go to Islington—a boarding school deep in the woods of Michigan—she thought she
could finally get away from everything she has tried so hard to forget, including
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some things from her past that she refuses to believe ever actually happened.
Everything seemed great until the bodies of murdered students started appearing
all over campus. The victims seem to have been killed in some sort of ritual
sacrifice. And even worse, Kaira’s dreams are giving her clues to the killer’s
identity. Though she tries to resist, Kaira quickly realizes that she is the only one
who can stop the violence, but to do so she must come to terms with her past.
She’s going to have to listen to the voice that is buried deep within her…the one
that claims to have unimaginable power…the one that claims to be an actual
goddess. But even if Kaira can harness the power within her, will it be enough to
stop the darkness that has fallen over her school? And if it is strong enough, then
what’s to stop the goddess from wreaking her own havoc once she’s released?
Filled with murder, mystery, and a little bit of magic, this fresh genre-bending
novel is a thrilling page-turner you won’t be able to put down until the very last
page.

Darkness, My Old Friend
Neryn has finally found the rebel group at Shadowfell, and now her task is to seek
out the elusive Guardians, vital to her training as a Caller. These four powerful
beings have been increasingly at odds with human kind, and Neryn must prove her
worth to them. She desperately needs their help to use her gift without
compromising herself or the cause of overthrowing the evil King Keldec. Neryn
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must journey with the tough and steadfast Tali, who looks on Neryn's love for the
double agent Flint as a needless vulnerability. And perhaps it is. What Flint learns
from the king will change the battlefield entirely—but in whose favor, no one
knows.

Promise of Darkness
As Persephone struggles to sow the seeds of her freedom, love for the God of the
Dead grows-and it's forbidden.

Black Sea
An Edgar Award winner blends Mark Twain's humor and Stephen King's suspense
in this darkly compelling novel of three friends determined to take their friend's
ashes to Hollywood. May Lynn was once a pretty girl who dreamed of becoming a
Hollywood star. Now she's dead, her body dredged up from the Sabine River. Sue
Ellen, May Lynn's strong-willed teenage friend, sets out to dig up May Lynn's body,
burn it to ash, and take those ashes to Hollywood to spread around. If May Lynn
can't become a star, then at least her ashes will end up in the land of her dreams.
Along with her friends Terry and Jinx and her alcoholic mother, Sue Ellen steals a
raft and heads downriver to carry May Lynn's remains to Hollywood. Only problem
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is, Sue Ellen has some stolen money that her enemies will do anything to get back.
And what looks like a prime opportunity to escape from a worthless life will instead
lead to disastrous consequences. In the end, Sue Ellen will learn a harsh lesson on
just how hard growing up can really be.

Out of Darkness, Shining Light
They are the Guardians of Eternity, strong, skilled, seductive vampires chosen to
protect--and to destroy. And they will risk anything to fulfill their duty, and satisfy
their desires. . . Tane is a Charon, sworn to hunt and kill rogue vampires. His new
assignment seems like a waste of his talents--until he catches up with the jinn he's
been sent to capture. Half human, half demon, Laylah has a vulnerable streak that
strikes right through to Tane's cold heart. He should be furious when she uses her
powers to bind them together, preventing him from dragging her before the
Commission. Instead he welcomes any reason to stay close enough to touch, to
taste, to seduce. . . Laylah doesn't know why she was chosen to protect a child
who may be the catalyst in a war between good and evil. But the mysteries of her
past pale compared to the dangers approaching. Tane is devastatingly strong,
breathtakingly sensual. And Laylah will have to trust in every ounce of that
strength, because her enemies are drawing near, eager to destroy them both. . .
Praise for Alexandra Ivy "Beyond the Darkness kept me riveted! The Guardians of
Eternity series is highly addictive." --Larissa Ione, New York Times bestselling
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author "Oh, so hot and wonderfully dangerous." --Gena Showalter on Darkness
Unleashed "A darkly erotic adventure with a vampire hero who can bite me
anytime!" --Angela Knight on Darkness Revealed

Shades of Darkness
ONE OF NPR’S BEST BOOKS OF 2019 “Engrossing, beautiful, and deeply
imaginative, Out of Darkness, Shining Light is a novel that lends voice to those who
appeared only as footnotes in history, yet whose final, brave act of loyalty and
respect changed the course of it. An incredible and important book by a masterful
writer.” —Yaa Gyasi, author of Homegoing “This is how we carried out of Africa the
poor broken body of Bwana Daudi, the Doctor, David Livingstone, so that he could
be borne across the sea and buried in his own land.” So begins Petina Gappah's
powerful novel of exploration and adventure in nineteenth-century Africa—the
captivating story of the loyal men and women who carried explorer and missionary
Dr. Livingstone's body, his papers and maps, fifteen hundred miles across the
continent of Africa, so his remains could be returned home to England and his work
preserved there. Narrated by Halima, the doctor's sharp-tongued cook, and Jacob
Wainwright, a rigidly pious freed slave, this is a story that encompasses all of the
hypocrisy of slavery and colonization—the hypocrisy at the core of the human
heart—while celebrating resilience, loyalty, and love.
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The Risk of Darkness
Dive into the compelling mystical world of the Healer series by New York Times
bestselling author Maria V. Snyder. She’s fought death and won. But how can she
fight her fears? Avry knows hardship and trouble. She fought the plague and
survived. She took on King Tohon and defeated him. But now her heart-mate,
Kerrick, is missing, and Avry fears he’s gone forever. But there’s a more immediate
threat. The Skeleton King plots to claim the Fifteen Realms for his own. With
armies in disarray and the dead not staying down, Avry’s healing powers are
needed now more than ever. Torn between love and loyalty, Avry must choose her
path carefully. For the future of her world depends on her decision… Originally
published in 2014

Beyond the Darkness
It's chaotic - a bit of love, a bit of lust and there you are. We don't ask for life, we
have it thrust upon us. Written by Shelagh Delaney when she was nineteen, A
Taste of Honey is one of the great defining and taboo-breaking plays of the 1950s.
When her mother, Helen, runs of with a car salesman, feisty teenager Jo takes up
with a black sailor who promises to marry her before he heads for the seas, leaving
her pregnant and alone. Art student Geoff moves in and assumes the role of
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surrogate parent until misguidedly, he sends for Helen and their unconventional
setup unravels. A Taste of Honey offers an explosive celebration of the
vulnerabilities and strengths of the female spirit in a deprived and restless world.
Bursting with energy and daring, this exhilarating and angry depiction of harsh,
working-class life in post-war Salford is shot through with love and humour, and
infused with jazz. The play was first presented by Theatre Workshop at the Theatre
Royal Stratford, London, on 27 May 1958.

The Speed Of Dark
Bestselling Van Life author Foster Huntington shares his experiences -- as well as
others -- living by his own rules in this aspirational book filled with awe-inspiring
photographs of unique homes in unexpected places. After spending three years on
the road living in a camper van, Foster Huntington continued his unconventional
lifestyle by building a two-story treehouse. Foster, like many others, are finding
freedom, tranquility, and adventure in living off the grid in unconventional homes.
Perfect for fans of Van Life and Cabin Porn and those who long for a quieter life, Off
Grid Life showcases unique dwellings from all around the world. Organized into
sections like tree houses, tiny houses, shipping containers, yurts, boathouses,
barns, vans, and more, the 250 aspirational photographs feature enviable settings
like stunning beaches, dramatic mountains and picturesque forests. Also included
are images of fully designed interiors with kitchens and sleeping quarters as well
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as interviews with solo dwellers, couples, and families who are living this new
American dream.
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